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Large aperture electrostatic dust detector
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Abstract

Diagnosis and management of dust inventories generated in next-step magnetic fusion devices is necessary for their safe operation. A
novel electrostatic dust detector, based on a fine grid of interlocking circuit traces biased to 30 or 50 V has been developed for the detec-
tion of dust particles on remote surfaces in air and vacuum environments. Impinging dust particles create a temporary short circuit and
the resulting current pulse is recorded by counting electronics. Up to 90% of the particles are ejected from the grid or vaporized suggest-
ing the device may be useful for controlling dust inventories. We report measurements of the sensitivity of a large area (5 � 5 cm) detec-
tor to microgram quantities of dust particles.
� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Dust particles are ubiquitous on the interior surfaces of
contemporary tokamaks [1–4]. The particles can be pro-
duced by the disassembly of plasma facing tile surfaces or
of co-deposited layers under intense transient heating by
ELMs or disruptions, or by the chemical agglomeration
of sputtered Cn clusters [5–7]. In next-step devices such as
ITER, the scale-up in plasma stored energy and pulse dura-
tion will cause high levels of dust to be generated and this
has important safety consequences as the dust can be radio-
active from tritium or activated metals, toxic and/or chem-
ically reactive with steam or air [8]. Tritiated dust has been
observed to levitate because of self charging by the tritium
beta decay [9]. The in-vessel dust inventory will need to be
controlled, however measuring the dust particle inventory
is a challenge in existing tokamaks let alone one with the
radiological environment and scale of ITER. Diagnostics
that could provide assurance that ITER is in compliance
with its dust inventory limits are in their infancy [10,11].
A separate challenge is demonstrating techniques that
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could remove dust from the tokamak, once the limits are
approached [12].

A novel device to detect the settling of conductive dust
particles on remote surfaces has recently been developed
[13]. A 12 mm � 12 mm grid of two closely interlocking
traces on a circuit board was biased to 30–50 V (Fig. 1).
Test particles scraped from a carbon fiber composite tile,
were delivered to the grid. Miniature sparks appeared when
the particles landed on the energized grid and created a
transient short circuit. The current pulse flowing through
the short circuit created a voltage pulse that was input to
an Ortec 551 single channel analyser and the total number
of counts generated was related to the mass of dust imping-
ing on the grid. The device worked well in both atmosphere
and vacuum environments. The sensitivity was enhanced
by more than an order of magnitude by the use of ultrafine
grids with 25 lm spacing between the traces and the
response was found to be maximal for the finest particles
[14]. This is a favorable property for tokamak dust which
is predominantly of micron scale [1]. Larger particles pro-
duce a longer current pulse, providing qualitative informa-
tion on the particle size. Typically open circuit conditions
are rapidly restored in both air and vacuum environments,
indicating that the dust particles have been removed from
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Fig. 1. Schematic of electrostatic dust detector (not to scale).
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the circuit board. The fate of the dust particles has been
tracked by measurements of mass gain/loss of the circuit
board. Heating by the current pulse caused up to 90% of
the particles to be ejected from the grid or vaporized, an
encouraging result for its potential application to the man-
agement of dust inventories [15].

Real time measurements of dust on surfaces in contem-
porary tokamaks are challenging because of the low dust
levels. For example, the average flux of dust in the National
Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) that accumulated on
a glass slide was 5.6 ng/cm2/discharge, a level below the
estimated sensitivity of the 12 mm � 12 mm grid detector
of 36 ng/cm2/count that was extrapolated from previous
measurements at �mg/cm2 dust levels [15]. The present
work is aimed at increasing the sensitivity of the detector
to enable measurements on contemporary tokamaks. We
note that 100 kg of dust evenly distributed on the lower
part of ITER amounts to �60 mg/cm2 so sensitivity will
not be an issue for ITER.
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup.
2. Experimental setup

The experimental strategy to increase the sensitivity of
the detector was to increase its area and to test its perfor-
mance with microgram quantities of dust particles. A large
area, 50 � 50 mm, grid was fabricated with a laser direct
write process on a PEEK (polyetheretherketones) sub-
strate. The traces and intertrace space were 25 lm wide
as before but the area was 17� larger than grids used pre-
viously. Particles were scraped from a CFC tile [13,14] and
filtered through a vibrating mesh with square apertures
104 lm a side. The particle count median diameter is
2.9 lm [15]. The particles were spread evenly over a dust
tray with a 22 mm square double 104 lm mesh bottom.
For weighing purposes this was placed on a second catch
tray of Al foil to catch any released dust. This tray combi-
nation was weighed with a Satorius ME5-F microbalance
with 1 lg resolution, 5 g capacity and 50 mm diameter
pan. Extreme care was needed to get high resolution read-
ings. Neoprene gloves and tweezers were used to handle the
trays as a fingerprint weighs about 40 lg. While the mass
readout for small mm-scale objects stabilized in about
8 s, small temperature differences between the larger objects
and the balance could cause air currents and lengthy stabil-
ization times (up to 20 min). A reading was considered final
after it was stable for 1–2 min. Measurements took place
over a fresh sheet of Al foil that was cleared of ambient
dust with compressed gas to facilitate spotting any spills.
Covers were used to prevent ambient dust landing on the
samples.

The mesh tray was carefully positioned in a holder
attached to the top flange of the test chamber (Fig. 2).
The grid was mounted on the bottom flange. For experi-
ments in vacuum the chamber was evacuated to 150 mtorr.
A baffle was installed over the evacuation port in the cham-
ber to deflect air currents from the grid during evacuation
or venting. To avoid disturbing the dust, pumping was
done slowly over �4 min and then the pumping valve
closed for dust measurements. For experiments in nitrogen,
the chamber was first evacuated to �1 torr, then filled with
atmospheric pressure nitrogen.

Application of a 60 Hz vibrator tool to the top flange for
differing periods of time released 1–120 lg of dust particles
that fell onto the grid below. It was verified that the dust
fell in a 25 mm square area in the center of the grid in both
air and vacuum conditions. To check the experimental
uncertainty in mass accounting a stainless foil tray was
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placed at the grid position. Dust was released on to the foil
in air and the measured mass gain of the foil compared
with the measured mass loss of the dust tray. Averaged
over 5 measurements, the missing mass was 0.6 lg with a
standard deviation of 2.6 lg indicating good reproducibil-
ity in the mass measurements. This small adjustment of
0.6 lg was applied to all the measurements.
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Fig. 4. Response of 50 � 50 mm grid in air (diamond), nitrogen (triangle)
and vacuum (square points). Current limited to 25 mA. The lines are least
squares fits to the data.
3. Detector response

The response of the energized grid to dust was recorded
using the electronics as described in Refs. [13,14]. The num-
ber of counts often continued incrementing slowly after the
vibration ceased, especially for the larger quantities of dust.
The final count was taken when the count number was con-
stant for at least 60 s. Both the new 50 � 50 mm grids and
the 12 � 12 mm grids used previously were measured. A
30 V bias was used for air, N2 and vacuum (previously
50 V bias was used in vacuum with grids written by photo-
lithography on an Ultralam substrate that had a higher
voltage standoff). The power supply current limit was typ-
ically set to 25 mA. To measure the flux of dust incident on
the small grids a 12 � 12 mm plate was placed at the posi-
tion of the grid and the mass of particles incident on the
plate and that lost by the tray was measured separately.
Fig. 3 shows the response in counts of a 12 � 12 mm grid
in air and vacuum vs. the incident flux of particles. An
increased current limit (100 mA and 200 mA) was set for
two measurements and these follow the general trend
showing that the 25 mA current limit was not a significant
factor in the number of counts. A least squares fit of the
data to a linear equation is shown in the figure. The small
intercept on the x-axis is within the experimental uncer-
tainty. The response appears quite linear down to the low-
est mass indicating that single dust particles are sufficient to
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Fig. 3. Response of 12 � 12 mm grid in air (diamond) and vacuum
(square points). The current limit was 25 mA except for the open triangle
(100 mA) and circle (200 mA). The lines are least squares fits to the data.
cause breakdown. The sensitivity is indicated by the slope
of the response and is 239 counts/lg/cm2 in air and 142
counts/lg/cm2 in vacuum. The same procedure was fol-
lowed for the 50 � 50 mm grid and the results are shown
in Fig. 4. The sensitivity of the larger grid is 552 counts/
lg/cm2 in air, 275 counts/lg/cm2 in nitrogen and 206
counts/lg/cm2 in vacuum.
4. Conclusions

The disparity in scale between the most numerous dust
particles (2.9 lm count median diameter) and the 25 lm
gap between the traces on the grid raised the question as
to whether multiple particles are necessary to bridge the
gap between the traces to cause breakdown. The present
results show a linear response down to the lowest masses
measurable indicating that multiple particles are not neces-
sary to generate a count for the mass range measured. The
breakdown and general ruggedness of the laser written
grids on the PEEK material proved to be not as good as
the photolithographic grids on Ultralam used previously.
We note that the sensitivity of the 50 � 50 mm PEEK grid
was higher than the 12 � 12 mm Ultralam grid, but the
increase was lower than the ratio of areas. We are planning
to test 50 � 50 mm Ultralam grids that should maintain the
high sensitivity seen at smaller area.

A mosaic of these devices based on nanoengineered
traces on a low activation substrate such as SiO2 could
be envisaged for remote inaccessible areas in a next-step
tokamak. This mosaic would both detect conductive dust
settling on surfaces in these areas and could ensure that
these surfaces remained substantially dust free. Work is
in progress to explore these possibilities. We note a large-
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scale electrostatic dust transport system has been previ-
ously demonstrated [16].
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